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TennisFolder 
Website Usage 

• Availability - Team players can mark their Availability for each 
match.  the Captain or Co-captain can enter or edit any team member’s 
Availability.   

• Lineups - You can edit the lineup and keep it hidden indefinitely.  
Once a lineup is published, an email will go out with the lineup to the 
team and the players in the lineup can confirm themselves either in the 
email via a button, or on the App.  When creating the lineup, 
TennisFolder will give some tips such as rating too high, wrong gender 
(mixed doubles), preferred or non-preferred partners (doubles), wrong 
play-type (if putting in a doubles played into a singles line), etc..  

• Food Assignments - Optionally, you can make food assignments  
automatically for home matches.  TennisFolder keeps track of what 
each player has already brought this season and tries to distribute the 
assignments in a fair fashion.  You can also over-ride the assigned foods 
for any lineup. 
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Edit Match Details 

Click on the match: 
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Click any player’s 
Availability to update

For split-start 
matches, you will see 

option for shifts

Click here to update 
match notes

Click here to create 
or update lineup
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Creating a Line-up 
Click on the lineup tab to edit and publish the lineup: 
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Ready to Publish?  
Click to green to 

send lineup

1. Click Edit to 
edit a line 

2. Once you 
have 
selected the 
player(s), 
click the 
Save button

Messages will 
give you info 
about: 
1. Preferred 
2. Non-

Preferred 
3. Availability 
4. Play type 
5. Gender 
6. Rating

Click HERE to add 
Alternate(s)

Want to 
preview the 

lineup before 
publishing?

Once a lineup is published, 
players need to confirm 
themselves.  Click HERE to email 
unconfirmed players in lineup
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Only the Captain or Co-captain can see the lineup until it is 
published (visible to team).  It is considered in draft mode until it is 
published.  When the lineup is published, the Captain can choose who 
will be sent the email about the lineup.  In the case of choosing “Notify 
The Team”, everyone on the team will receive the lineup in email, but the 
players in the lineup will also have a YES and NO button to confirm 
themselves.  

Here is an example of the email the players would receive with the 
lineup.  If this was a HOME match, the food assignment would also be 
shown: 
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Players can click to 
confirm themselves right 

from their email

Notice the Captain’s 
custom notes
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It is possible that after the Captain sends out the lineup, a player 
declines their confirmation for the match.  In this case, the Captain may 
need to edit the lineup.  To make changes to a published lineup, turn off 
visible to team and make lineup edits, and then turn on visible to team to 
re-publish: 
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Turn off visible (RED) to make 
lineup edits, and then switch back 

to GREEN to re-publish
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